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DRAFT CODE OF
ENVIRONMENTAL
PRACTICE FOR
PEARL FARMING
IN FIJI

1. Introduction
The concept behind our Environmental Code of Practice (ECOP)
is to ensure company operations are conducted in a manner that
minimizes negative environmental aspects, maximizes positive
impacts and demonstrates our organization’s commitment to being
good stewards of the seas. We believe this can only be accomplished
through a comprehensive evaluation of the environmental impacts
associated with pearl farming in light of current trends in community
and shoreline development, increased demand for limited resources,
water quality degradation, and changes in social/political attitudes.
This document reviews practices conducted by Taylor Shellfish (Fiji)
Ltd, Kioa Pearls (Fiji) Ltd and J. Hunter Pearls (Fiji) Ltd and presents
performance objectives that strive to minimize and/or mitigate
current and potential environmental impacts. Strategies are
identified to achieve each objective. Performance measures are listed
as a means of monitoring compliance and effectiveness of these
strategies.
Our vision is to establish a Fiji Pearling Industry that will provide
an expanding job market and will offer benefits to our communities.
The industry goal is to produce some of the rarest and most
exquisite pearls in the world, and to also be responsible in promoting
and protecting our unique marine environment and the communities
that share them.Our pearl farming activities are based in Savusavu
Bay, and Buca Bay, Vanua Levu, in the Republic of the Fiji Islands.
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J. HUNTER PEARLS
(FIJI) LTD IS AN
ESTABLISHED
COMPANY WHOSE
SOLE PURPOSE IS
TO MARKET AND
SELL THE PEARLS
PRODUCED BY
OUR FARMS.

2. Background
Taylor Shellfish (Fiji) Ltd and Kioa Pearls (Fiji) Ltd are companies
engaged in pearl farming. Both companies are approved under the
Fiji Trade and Investment Board, and the Department of Fisheries in
Fiji. In light of the Customary Fishing Right Owners having partial
ownership and management of traditional fishing grounds, both
companies were set up with the Fishing Right Owners being
allocated shares in the farms, with rights to purchase additional
shares.
J. Hunter Pearls (Fiji) Ltd is an established company whose sole
purpose is to market and sell the pearls produced by our farms.
Initiated in 2000, Taylor Shellfish (Fiji) Ltd currently has a 120
hectare deep water lease in Savusavu Bay where farming activities
continue. TSF implants @ 100,000 pinctada margaritifera oysters per
year, producing some 30 - 350000 pearls annually.
Kioa Pearls (Fiji) ltd is a developmental farm and we continue to
explore pearl potential at this site.
We also operate a hatchery and nursery facility in Savusavu.
We recognize that our farms are the first of their kind in Fiji, and we
strive to work with government and our communities to establish a
positive industry in Fiji that is sustainable, viable, and beneficial to
our local communities.
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WE ARE
COMMITTED IN
ESTABLISHING AN
INDUSTRY THAT
WILL ALSO BE
DEVELOPED
UNDER, AND
WITH REGARD TO
THE FAIR TRADE
PRINCIPLES

The following document will visit each segment and process
involved in pearl oyster farming and pearling:

Management and Administration.
Spat collection, using collectors/grid system.
Hatchery facility.
Farm operations:
Pre-op nursery stage.
Implanting and grafting.
Harvesting.
After care, cleaning and grading.

On land Activities.
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3. Code of Practice
3.1

Management and Administration.

The key role of management and administration is to facilitate our
farm practices and to dedicate the necessary resources to achieve the
directives of this document.

3.1.1 Environmental Objective. Ensure all operations 		
meet or exceed regulatory and environmental standards.
Strategies for achieving Environmental Objectives:
Review all statures and agency rules against activities to ensure
compliance.
Review all statures regarding employment, and wages, with regards
to Fair Trade Policies.
Periodically meet with farm managers to identify opportunities for
identifying and improving our current practices.
Participate with local and government bodies to help promote and
protect our environment. Help establish a task force in Savusavu to
address environmental issues.
Propose or support legislation that promotes environmental
protection, specifically water quality and aquaculture in general.
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3.1.2 Environmental Objective. Promote company’s
environmen tal policies within the company.
Incorporate environmental policies into employee training and
education.to Fair Trade Policies.
Provide incentives to employees for achieving environmental
standards.
Hold company managers responsible for non-compliance with
environmental standards and policies. Incorporate into job reviews.
Prioritize company budget to ensure adequate funding for
implementing environmental policies.

3.1.3 Environmental Objective. Promote Environmental
policies outside the company.
Distribute this ECOP with promotional materials.
Participate in community activities that promote environmental
protection. Set-up of community based foreshore cleaning days.
Locally, a specific youth group is brought in each month to clean up
our foreshore, after which we make a cash donation to the group.
Educate consumers of the beneficial environmental aspects of
purchasing our products. Provide farm tours.Managers conduct
on-going communications with adjacent property owners to provide
education and information related to our operations.
Maintain company facilities orderly and litter-free.
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3.1.4 Environmental Objective. Promote and support
innovative practices and techniques that help protect
the environment.
Reward employees who discover new and better ways to farm our
pearls.
Regular staff meetings to get an overview/feedback from workers
about the current situation on the farm.
Employment of local marine biologist who co-ordinates research
with regards to environmental practices and pearl production.

3.1.5 Performance Measures for Management and
Administration.
Record of consultations with regulatory agency representatives.
Employee training records.
Budget allowance for environmental compliance.Records of industry
/ stake holder meetings, and environment workshops.
Records of foreshore clean up.
Records of tours.Records of scholarships.
Records of periodic site inspections.
Records of complaints from adjacent property owners.
Annual environmental performance review.
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4. Management of “in the water”
activities
4.1

Natural Spat Collection.

Pearl oysters are known as trickle spawners. This means that starting
in the months of October/November pearl oysters produce sperm
and eggs into the water column where they fertilize and form free
swimming larvae.
The traditional means of obtaining young pearl oysters is by using
“spat collectors”. Spat collectors are 60 cm long threaded plastic
“ground cloth” that are tied on to a 220 metre length of 12 mm poly
rope. Collectors are hung three per meter.
Spat collectors are deployed onto a “grid” which is a series of long
lines (5), that a set of 50 spat collectors run perpendicular to and
across the top. Each spat collector is tied to the long-lines spaced 5
metres apart.
The young oysters swim and feed for the first 20 days of their life
cycle. At or around the 20 day mark, the swimming oysters begin
their search for a secure place to attach themselves and live. Pearl
farms place their spat collectors into the sea for these young oysters
to attach and grow.
Young Oysters will be removed from the lines after some 15 to 18
months. During this time, care must be taken that lines do not sink
or are washed away. A specific crew maintains these lines every
week.
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4.1.1 Environmental Objective: Minimize potential
impacts to water quality. Strategies:
Daily operations require fuel and oil. All precautions are taken when
using these products to ensure spills are avoided. Employees are
trained in spill prevention and clean up.
Rubbish containers should be kept in each boat; no litter is ever
thrown into the sea.
Spacing of collectors is important as we do not want to overcrowd
young oysters and create issues with food and oxygen in the water.

4.1.2 Environmental Objective: Minimize potential
impacts to other aquatic life/benthos. Strategies:
Do not over crowd an area and create a net-like scenario. Again we
space our collectors 5 meters apart to prevent them from inhibiting
other sea animals going through this area.
Spat collectors are placed into deep water (away from live reefs)
where there is minimal sea life on the bottom. We use wedge
anchors to hold these lines in place, we do not tie anchor lines to
coral heads or any living organism.
Regular line checks for submerged lines.
Monitor adjacent marine population for changes and potential
impacts.
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4.1.3 Environmental Objective: Maintaining safe
navigation around collectors and minimize visual impact.
Strategies:
Spat collection is only carried out in areas outside of commercial and
recreational boating lanes. Spat collectors are a minimum two metres
below the surface. These grids are well marked with several hundred
marking floats.
Consultation with Fishing Right Owners and surrounding property
owners with regard to setting up spat collection grids.
We deploy the majority of our spat collectors on “grids” so as to
consolidate the impact to relatively specific areas.
As our spat collectors need more floatation, floats are added to the
long lines, not as surface floats. The company must maintain a
balance between using floats with regards to demarcation / safety
and to minimize negative visual impacts.

4.1.4 Performance Measures for Spat collection.
Records of requirement and success or failure of grids and positions.
Record complaints from boat operators and surrounding community.
Measures taken as results of complaints.
Status report of nearby areas for any possible impact imposed to the
marine environment.
Annual environmental performance review.
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4.2

Hatchery Culture and Broodstock Management

The Fiji Pearl oyster hatchery is located about 15 kilometres outside
Savusavu town up the Hibiscus Highway. The purpose of this
hatchery is to selectively reproduce pearl oysters in a man-made
environment. This is a costly and technical way of obtaining pearl
oyster spat. We believe that the hatchery will act to subsidize our
farm needs for young oysters from collectors. We also believe that
the hatchery allows us to reproduce animals of high value
characteristics for pearl farming.
The purpose of the Savusavu hatchery is to rear pearl oyster larvae
for internal production, however sales to other companies, as well
as the government of Fiji for enhancement purposes, serve to help
diversify and replace natural pearl oyster populations. The Savusavu
facility consists of a 6 metre by 12 metre building that houses our
five 4,000 litre larval tanks, and four 1,200 litre setting tanks. It also
consists of a 20 foot refrigerated container that serves as an algal lab
for algae production. Operations can be divided into these areas:
algal production, larval rearing, and setting facility.
Algal production consists of growing a variety of single cell algae
species for consumption by the larvae, set oysters, and brood stock.
Treated seawater is used to fill algal tanks of various sizes and
nutrients are added to provide nutrition for micro algae. This is accomplished by filtering and sterilizing, to kill micro flora, followed by
neutralization with sodium thiosulfate. A variety of species of micro
algae are grown and each is used as an inoculate to start larger
cultures to be used as feed. Algal cultures are grown under natural
and artificial light in our converted refrigerated container.
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Larval culture consists of rearing bi-valve larvae in static (and some
flow through) tanks between the time that gametes are spawned by
adult pearl oysters until the larvae “set” or “settle out” and lose their
ability to swim. This is accomplished in the 4,000 litre tanks where
the larvae swim and feed.
Water for this phase of the operation is pumped from the sea, and
then filtered before being added to tanks. Seawater in larval tanks is
changed every few days.
The setting facility is the phase of rearing larvae that are nearing
settlement. Mature larvae (close to 20 days old) are placed in smaller
tanks where they can “settle out” onto spat collectors. When these
oysters reach a certain size, they are removed from the facility and
taken to a secondary facility or to Savusavu Bay.
Broodstock maintenance consists of the feeding and caring of adult
pearl oysters used for propagating future generations of pearl oysters.
Brood stock is selected on growth rates, colour characteristics, and
physical characteristics for pearl production.

4.2.1 Environmental Objective: Minimize potential
impacts to water quality. Strategies:
Minimize the use of and properly dispose of any products that may
be detrimental to water quality.
Use “environmentally friendly” cleaning products.
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4.2.2 Environmental Objective: Minimize potential
impacts to surrounding property owners and users.
Strategies:
New structures to complement existing structures.
Trees, lawn, landscaping and native vegetation is maintained. Beach
near hatchery to be patrolled and cleaned on a regular basis.
All equipment to be properly cleaned, maintained and stored.
Proper labelling and storage of chemicals.

4.2.3 Environmental Objective: Minimize potential
impacts from seawater intake and discharge lines.
Strategies:
Equip intake lines with fish-friendly screens to avoid pumping in fish.
Use best available science to maintain genetic integrity of the natural
population of pearl oysters farmed.
Culture only well documented or locally isolated algal species.

4.2.4 Environmental Objective: Minimize potential
impacts for disease and invasive species transfer.
Strategies:
Ensure compliance with Government of Fiji transfer rules.
Ensure broodstock sources are disease free. Inspect all animals prior
to selection.
Strive for development of a Broodstock High Health Program.
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4.2.5 Environmental Objective: Ensure viable progeny
through a systematic Broodstock management program.
Strategies:
Develop designated areas for holding broodstock.
Broodstock tagging.

4.2.6 Performance Measures for Hatchery / Early Nursery
Management. Strategies:
Record any complaints.
Measures taken to address complaints.
Records of brood stock origins, larval runs, and track offspring
development and production on farm.
Pathology for broodstock and larvae.
Record of chemicals used in production and cleaning.
Record site clean-ups and schedules.
Record beach clean-ups.
Record hazardous waste disposal.
Record basic water quality during runs, etc.
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WHEN OUR
OYSTERS ARE 12+
MONTHS OLD,
THEY ARE
HARVESTED FROM
THE SPAT
COLLECTORS.

Farm-Site Operations
4.3 Pre-ops.
Harvesting is done by the Customary Fishing Right Owners of the
area where we have deployed our collectors. A contract is in place
for harvesting, sorting /sizing, drilling, and stringing our
young oysters.
Harvesting is done by examining the collectors and carefully
removing attached baby pearl oysters, sizing, drilling them and
attaching them to a “CTN” (Centre turn Knot – used to hold young
oysters).
The oysters are then placed into protective mesh bags and put onto
long lines on the farm in our designated nursery area. These mesh
bags are spaced 1 meter apart so as not to overcrowd and cause
stress. Predators such as trigger fish, puffer fish, and turtles must be
accounted for.
Protective mesh bags will be removed after 4 months. After an
additional 6 to 9 months, these “CTN’s” will be harvested. Oysters
will be removed, cleaned, drilled and placed onto “chaplets”.
Chaplets are spaced one meter apart on long-lines.
After an additional six months, these oysters will be cleaned and
sorted into implantable and non-implantable sizes. Oysters able to
be seeded are usually seeded in the next six months while those not
ready will be cleaned and sorted again for implantation in a year’s
time.
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USUALLY WHEN
OUR OYSTERS ARE
3 YEARS OLD THEY
ARE READY FOR
IMPLANTING.

Grafting
The grafting of pearl oysters is similar to what nature does. A foreign object is introduced into the oysters, whose first reaction is to
try and reject the intruder, whether it is nature’s grain of sand or a
man-made nucleus. The nucleus we use is expensive as it comes from
the shell of a mussel found only in the Mississippi river in the USA.
If this bead is not rejected, it becomes a cultured pearl. Also placed
into the oyster is a small piece of mantle tissue from a sacrificed
oyster. The mantle, which contains cells indispensable for the formation of the nacre, has several functions. The cells form a pearl-sac
around the nucleus to form a pearl. The mantle plays a key role in
determining the colour and quality of a pearl. The pearl-sac secretes
nacre, that builds up in successive layers around the nucleus during
an extremely complex and precise manner. Each layer has a nacre
thickness of around one micron (one tenth of a millimetre).
Grafting is extremely delicate and expensive. We contract with
skilled (25 years experience) Japanese technicians to carry out the
grafting and harvesting operations.
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AMONG 1000
GRAFTED OYSTERS,
SOME REJECT THE
NUCLEUS, WHILE
OTHERS SIMPLY
DO NOT SURVIVE

Culturing
After 30-40 days, approximately 700 grafted oysters retain the
nucleus, allowing the pearl culturing process to begin. However,
some of these oysters will not survive disease and predators; so only
around 500 oysters will still be alive (by the time they are to be
harvested). After one to two years of culturing, (with cleaning and
monitoring every 3-4 months) some 500 pearls will be harvested.
Only half of these pearls have a commercial value, including only
some 20 pearls that can be considered perfect. Each resulting pearl
has a different size, shape, and colour.

Harvesting
The same technicians that implanted the oysters conduct each
harvest. They study the results, which may result in a change in
technique for future grafting. If the pearl produced is of exceptional
quality, another nucleus may be inserted into the same pearl sac.
After the harvest, grading begins. Pearls are then sorted by size, shape
and colour. This is a very important stage in the evaluation of each
harvest.
Note: Some of the work done with the oysters is done on boats such as
cleaning, other work such as implanting and harvesting is done in a
seeding house, located in the farm site. Other work such as
harvesting of collectors is done on the foreshore close to villages.
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Cleaning and Pearl Grading
Once the pearls are harvested, they are brought back to the
mainland production room for cleaning and grading.
The pearls harvested are obtained from different lines, which were
implanted by one of the two Japanese technicians. Pearls that have
the same details are washed collectively.
The pearls are first placed in a rotating barrel, filled with a generous
amount of salt and water. They are left to spin for an hour to two
hours and then rinsed with fresh water. The pearls are first graded
according to their different shapes, followed by the different grade
(either High or Low) and finally by size.
The final process involves the counting, labelling, packing, weighing
and data recording of all the pearls brought in for the cleaning and
grading process.
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OYSTERS ARE
CLEANED AND
LINES ARE
CHECKED
FREQUENTLY

4.3.1 Environmental Objective: Minimize impacts to
benthos. Strategies:
Use only pre-fabricated wedge anchors for long lines. Ensure anchors
are sufficient to prevent dragging.
Seeding house should be built with non-toxic materials and
excavation of reef should be kept to a minimum. Sheds should be
properly constructed to withstand adverse weather conditions.
Farm lines should be located in deep (25 metres +) water so that
anchors are in sand or mud substrate, not live reef.
Farm lines must be adequately buoyed so that there is no threat of
them sinking.
When cleaning animals it is important that all attached organisms
and dead shells are brought onto shore for proper disposal.
Periodically remove all unnatural and non-biodegradable materials
that accidentally fall from cleaning crews and boats.

4.3.2 Environmental Objective: Minimize impacts to
Water Quality and other aquatic life. Strategies:
200 metre long lines to be a minimum of 10 metres apart.
CTN’s / Panels to hang at least one metre apart.
Oysters that have rejected a nucleus and are not being used for Keshi
production, should be removed from farm and the shells should be
used or sold.
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Conduct periodic vertical profiles of the water column adjacent to
pearl oyster farms to measure potential changes in baseline water
quality.
Periodically clean fouling organisms from oysters, long- lines, and
floats (every 4 to 6 months). Bring all fouling organisms back to
mainland for proper disposal.
Ensure that new oysters introduced to the farm are healthy.
Use of 4- stroke outboard motors preferred to 2-stroke engines. Daily
operations require fuel and oil.
All cleaning agents to be used should be bio-degradable and all
cleaning solutions should be properly disposed off on land.
Use of natural polishing agents i.e. walnut chips.

4.3.3 Environmental Objective: Practice proper hygiene
procedures for pathogens and disease control. Strategies:
Regular sterilizing procedures undertaken by both technicians and
farm workers.
Selection of healthy donor and recipient oysters for implant.
Transfer of all diseased, or dead oysters to the mainland.
Proper handling of oysters ensuring great care, and minimum time
out of the water.
Technicians to sterilize tools and not introduce used materials from
other areas/farms.
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4.3.4 Environmental Objective: Encourage public access
for education purposes. Strategies:
Currently provide tours on glass bottom boat of pearl farm,
explaining and teaching about pearl culture and our eco-friendly
operation.
Informative slideshow presentations at the main showroom and at
resorts in the area.
Clean up of foreshore. Once a month sponsor a youth sports team to
clean up the foreshore.
Rejected oyster meat is sold to the resorts/hotels and the local
community in Savusavu.
Continue with experiments to develop alternative and better
farming methods.

4.3.5 Environmental Objective: Investigating and
implementing ways of maximizing pearl production.
Strategies:
Selection of the best colour mantle tissue for the implanting/
grafting process.
Only use CITIES acceptable sources of nucleus for implanting. Only
certified mussel shell, not giant clam shell.
Scrutiny of harvested oysters for selection to undergo an additional
seeding process.
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UNIQUELY
COLOURED
OYSTERS ARE
SELECTED FOR
MANTLE TISSUE
GRAFTING INTO
HOST OYSTER

Continue to work with farm personnel and technicians in achieving
improved methods and techniques for farming.
Regular water quality monitoring in and around the vicinity of the
farm.
Practice of sanitary procedures by the technicians and the farm
workers.
Keeping a good and accurate record of all the oysters on the farm.
Collection, analysis and interpretation of pearl data.

4.3.6 Environmental Objective: Maximizing efficiency for
data collection and analysis. Strategies:
Creating appropriate data tables for recording information from the
farm and the pearls harvested.
Keeping an accurate record of all events on the pearl farm.
Organizing a timetable for efficiency purposes.
Proper labelling and packaging of harvested pearls.
Summary reports of harvest.
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4.3.7 Environmental Objective: Minimize impacts to
surrounding property owners. Strategies:
Keep farm orderly and litter-free.
Ensure equipment is in good working order to keep noise levels to
minimum.
Be sure all disposed waste on land is done in a way that does not
affect other land based property owners.
Be respectful to adjacent property owners by keeping them updated
on farm changes.

4.3.8 Performance measures for pearl production.
Proper and accurate records of line densities, implants, control
numbers, cleaning, and harvest data.
Note general oyster health.
Records and reports of vertical water quality data.
Note pearl quality and prices received at annual auction.
Annual environmental performance review.
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5. Management of on-land activities
The J Hunter Pearls building accommodates for a showroom, a
holding area for oyster transfers from the hatchery, a shell-carving
workshop, offices as well as a warehouse.
The warehouse is a storage area for boats, floats, ropes, fuel, etc that
are required for the pearl farm.

5.1.1 Environmental Objective: Minimize potential effect
to the water and soil quality. Strategies:
Proper storage and handling of fuel.
Proper labelling and storage of non-biodegradable and toxic
chemicals.
Dispose off waste accordingly. Recycle when available.

5.1.2 Environmental Objective: Minimize potential effect
to surrounding area and users. Strategies:
Fouled equipment is to be cleaned off as soon as possible to avoid
unpleasant odour.
Make an inventory for all equipment, chemicals, etc for efficiency.
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5.1.3 Performance measures for on-land operations.
Regular meetings for staff and management.
Review of on-going regulations.
Annual environmental performance review.

J. Hunter Pearls Awards
FTIB AWARD 2007
Excellence in Tourism Awards (Tours)

FTIB AWARD 2007
Exporter of the Year Award (Fisheries)

FTIB AWARD 2006
Exporter of the Year Award (Fisheries)

FTIB AWARD 2005
Exporter of the Year Award (Unique)
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